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Finite deformations: Denote by γ(s) a position on a curve on
the deformed surface with unit distance r = 1 from the ori-
gin; see Fig. 1(a). It will have evolved from the circle with
R = rλν = λν in the initial flat disc since these radii are per-
pendicular to n and contract by a factor of λ−ν. The initial
perimeter is therefore 2πλν which then changes by a factor of
λ (since it is along n) to 2πλ1+ν. Stretch is avoided and it
remains to minimize bend energy.
In the Darboux frame of the curve γ(s) with respect to the

deformed surface one has

T (s) = γ′(s) ; |γ′|= 1 tangent
u(s) ≡ u(γ(s)) unit surface normal
t(s) = u(s)∧T (s) tangent normal (11)

with ′ denoting d/ds. The rate of change of the tangent gives
the two components of bend:

T
′(s) = κnu(s)+κgt(s) (12)

where κn = u(s) ·T ′ and κg = t(s) ·T ′ are respectively the
normal and geodesic curvatures. We need to minimize the
integral of κ2n over the deformed surface.
The surface is described by the scale-invariant curves

r(s) = rγ(s). By construction γ(s) · γ(s) = 1 whence γ′(s) ·
γ(s)≡ γ′ · r̂= 0. For clarity later, we have written γ= r̂, a unit
vector in the surface to the curve. It is also perpendicular to γ′
and thus is r̂= t. From the Darboux triad we have u= r̂∧γ′,
whence from eq. (12) we have

κn = (r̂∧ γ′) · γ′′. (13)

The total bend energy is proportional to
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where
"
ds is over s ∈ (0,2πλ1+ν). The 1/r with the γ′′ arises

because for r ̸= 1, the derivative T ′ is really 1
r
dT
ds =

γ′′

r . The
high bend energy density at the apex of the anti-cone is dis-
cussed in quantitative detail in [9], being smoothed out by
some stretch and in any event probably not arising because
of director escape into the third dimension during fabrication.
The essence of the normal bend energy of the anti-cone,

that is the
#

(r̂∧ γ′) · γ′′
$2
factor in eq. (14) associated with

the generator curves, can be re-written in terms of the Dar-
boux frame with respect to the surface of the sphere of radius
r = 1 on which the curve γ(s) can be also thought to live:
T (s) = γ′(s) as before, and r̂ = us(s) where the subscript
s denotes “on the sphere”. The third member of the triad is
the curve’s tangent normal on the sphere ts(s) = us ∧T =
r̂∧ γ′ = u. Thus the roles between the two frames have been
interchanged: u,t→ ts,us. The normal curvature, eq. (13),
on the anti-cone can be re-written as ts ·T ′ = κsg, that is, it
is the geodesic curvature of the generator curve, but on the

FIG. 3: (Color online) (Left) The curve γ(s) on the surface of a (unit)
sphere. (Right) The ruffle surface generated by families of the the
curves. A measure of the extra length accommodated by the ruffle
is ratio of the (new) perimeter L to the great circle length 2π, here
L/2π= λ1+ν = 2.20, and n= 3.

sphere (here s also denotes “on the sphere”). The normal bend
energy of the anti-cone that we require to minimize is the same
as minimizing

"
dAκs2g , which is the problem of minimizing

the geodesic curvature of an elastica on a sphere, see Langer
and Singer [15–18], which we now employ:
The curve on a sphere with minimal geodesic curvature en-

ergy has curvature as a function of arc length s of:

κsg = κ0cn(
κ0s
2p
, p) (15)

where cn is a Jacobi elliptic function, and κ0 is the maximal
curvature along the curve. The curve must be periodic in the
arc length, that is κ0

2pL = n4K(p) with K(p) being the com-
plete elliptic integral of the first kind, since 4K(p) is the pe-
riod of cn, and L= 2πλ1+ν is the (new) perimeter in terms of
the (new) radius r= 1. As before, n is the number of cycles in
one revolution. The parameter p ensures that the curve closes
up on the sphere’s surface – p= 0.51 in the illustration. Thus
the maximum curvature is fixed by

κ0
p
πλ1+ν = n4K(p). (16)

Since T ′2 = γ′′2 = κs2g + κs2n = κs2g + 1
r2 = κs2g + 1, to plot in

real space one needs to solve γ′′2 = 1+ κs2g , with κsg given
by Eq. (15) for the trajectory γ(s). Results are of the form
of Fig. 3(left) for the trajectory γ(s) on a sphere, and of
Fig. 3(right) for the surface generated by it. Note in particular
that the inflection points of in κsg are on a closed geodesic (here
the equatorial great circle), there is re-entrance, there is no
constraint of φ = Φ, and, as expected by convexity, there are
no sharply bent ridges where the bend energy would is large.
For extreme elongations (large λ as found in elastomers) there
is so much extra arc length that has to be stored in the convo-
luted, bent trajectory that the curves eventually intersect them-
selves, forming orbit-like solutions [15–18] that are clearly
not accessible to our deforming, impenetrable surfaces, which
would then deviate from the solutions of Langer and Singer.
Note that the small amplitude form adopted, Eq. (2), repre-

sents the appropriate limiting case of this general solution. For
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no sharply bent ridges where the bend energy would is large.
For extreme elongations (large λ as found in elastomers) there
is so much extra arc length that has to be stored in the convo-
luted, bent trajectory that the curves eventually intersect them-
selves, forming orbit-like solutions [15–18] that are clearly
not accessible to our deforming, impenetrable surfaces, which
would then deviate from the solutions of Langer and Singer.
Note that the small amplitude form adopted, Eq. (2), repre-

sents the appropriate limiting case of this general solution. For
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Finite deformations: Denote by γ(s) a position on a curve on
the deformed surface with unit distance r = 1 from the ori-
gin; see Fig. 1(a). It will have evolved from the circle with
R = rλν = λν in the initial flat disc since these radii are per-
pendicular to n and contract by a factor of λ−ν. The initial
perimeter is therefore 2πλν which then changes by a factor of
λ (since it is along n) to 2πλ1+ν. Stretch is avoided and it
remains to minimize bend energy.
In the Darboux frame of the curve γ(s) with respect to the

deformed surface one has

T (s) = γ′(s) ; |γ′|= 1 tangent
u(s) ≡ u(γ(s)) unit surface normal
t(s) = u(s)∧T (s) tangent normal (11)

with ′ denoting d/ds. The rate of change of the tangent gives
the two components of bend:

T
′(s) = κnu(s)+κgt(s) (12)

where κn = u(s) ·T ′ and κg = t(s) ·T ′ are respectively the
normal and geodesic curvatures. We need to minimize the
integral of κ2n over the deformed surface.
The surface is described by the scale-invariant curves

r(s) = rγ(s). By construction γ(s) · γ(s) = 1 whence γ′(s) ·
γ(s)≡ γ′ · r̂= 0. For clarity later, we have written γ= r̂, a unit
vector in the surface to the curve. It is also perpendicular to γ′
and thus is r̂= t. From the Darboux triad we have u= r̂∧γ′,
whence from eq. (12) we have

κn = (r̂∧ γ′) · γ′′. (13)

The total bend energy is proportional to
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ds is over s ∈ (0,2πλ1+ν). The 1/r with the γ′′ arises

because for r ̸= 1, the derivative T ′ is really 1
r
dT
ds =

γ′′

r . The
high bend energy density at the apex of the anti-cone is dis-
cussed in quantitative detail in [9], being smoothed out by
some stretch and in any event probably not arising because
of director escape into the third dimension during fabrication.
The essence of the normal bend energy of the anti-cone,

that is the
#

(r̂∧ γ′) · γ′′
$2
factor in eq. (14) associated with

the generator curves, can be re-written in terms of the Dar-
boux frame with respect to the surface of the sphere of radius
r = 1 on which the curve γ(s) can be also thought to live:
T (s) = γ′(s) as before, and r̂ = us(s) where the subscript
s denotes “on the sphere”. The third member of the triad is
the curve’s tangent normal on the sphere ts(s) = us ∧T =
r̂∧ γ′ = u. Thus the roles between the two frames have been
interchanged: u,t→ ts,us. The normal curvature, eq. (13),
on the anti-cone can be re-written as ts ·T ′ = κsg, that is, it
is the geodesic curvature of the generator curve, but on the

FIG. 3: (Color online) (Left) The curve γ(s) on the surface of a (unit)
sphere. (Right) The ruffle surface generated by families of the the
curves. A measure of the extra length accommodated by the ruffle
is ratio of the (new) perimeter L to the great circle length 2π, here
L/2π= λ1+ν = 2.20, and n= 3.

sphere (here s also denotes “on the sphere”). The normal bend
energy of the anti-cone that we require to minimize is the same
as minimizing
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the geodesic curvature of an elastica on a sphere, see Langer
and Singer [15–18], which we now employ:
The curve on a sphere with minimal geodesic curvature en-

ergy has curvature as a function of arc length s of:

κsg = κ0cn(
κ0s
2p
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where cn is a Jacobi elliptic function, and κ0 is the maximal
curvature along the curve. The curve must be periodic in the
arc length, that is κ0

2pL = n4K(p) with K(p) being the com-
plete elliptic integral of the first kind, since 4K(p) is the pe-
riod of cn, and L= 2πλ1+ν is the (new) perimeter in terms of
the (new) radius r= 1. As before, n is the number of cycles in
one revolution. The parameter p ensures that the curve closes
up on the sphere’s surface – p= 0.51 in the illustration. Thus
the maximum curvature is fixed by

κ0
p
πλ1+ν = n4K(p). (16)

Since T ′2 = γ′′2 = κs2g + κs2n = κs2g + 1
r2 = κs2g + 1, to plot in

real space one needs to solve γ′′2 = 1+ κs2g , with κsg given
by Eq. (15) for the trajectory γ(s). Results are of the form
of Fig. 3(left) for the trajectory γ(s) on a sphere, and of
Fig. 3(right) for the surface generated by it. Note in particular
that the inflection points of in κsg are on a closed geodesic (here
the equatorial great circle), there is re-entrance, there is no
constraint of φ = Φ, and, as expected by convexity, there are
no sharply bent ridges where the bend energy would is large.
For extreme elongations (large λ as found in elastomers) there
is so much extra arc length that has to be stored in the convo-
luted, bent trajectory that the curves eventually intersect them-
selves, forming orbit-like solutions [15–18] that are clearly
not accessible to our deforming, impenetrable surfaces, which
would then deviate from the solutions of Langer and Singer.
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2x2 array of concentric circles, lifts x422 own weight
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linear variation of director angle with radial direction 

director Gaussian curvature shell 
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What about lateral or more extended shapes?

Non-isometric Origami
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Building Blocks for Non-Isometric Origami

θ
θ
2

ʹ θ = λ1+νθ

tan ʹ θ 
2 = λ−1−ν tan θ

2

tan ʹ θ 
2 = λ1+ν tan θ

2

“Vocabulary”

Plus the perpendicular version of each above wedge, for six total building block pieces

C.D. Modes & M. Warner Phys. Rev. E 84 021711 (2011)
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Building Blocks for Non-Isometric Origami

θ
θ
2

ʹ θ = λ1+νθ

tan ʹ θ 
2 = λ−1−ν tan θ

2

tan ʹ θ 
2 = λ1+ν tan θ

2

“Vocabulary”

Plus the perpendicular version of each above wedge, for six total building block pieces

“Grammar”

Where building block pieces meet, they must 
do so either smoothly or with a

rank-one connected boundary -- i.e. the 
director must approach the boundary

at the same angle on both sides.

! > 1

"0

"1
n0

n

m0

m

(a) (b)

C.D. Modes & M. Warner Phys. Rev. E 84 021711 (2011)
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Example: Building Simple Isolated Defects

π (1− λ1+ν ) π − 4 tan−1 λ1+ν2π − 6tan−1(3
1
2 λ−1−ν )
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C.D. Modes & M. Warner Phys. Rev. E 84 021711 (2011)

A Simple Design for a Soft Peristaltic Pump
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A Simple Design for a Soft Peristaltic Pump
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Encapsulation
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a) tetrahedron

b) cube

c) octahedron

d) sphere

Encapsulation
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Topological Defects on a Boundary

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Heat, Slit

Heat, Un-slit

Cool, Slit

Cool, Un-slit
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(a) (b)

Controllable Apertures, Flushable Sieves

€ 

θ = π − 4 tan−1(λ1+ν )

€ 

φ = 2π − 4 tan−1(λ−1−ν )

The exterior angles of the polygonal opening 
sum to       and the entire texture with its 
open aperture may remain in plane at no 

stress cost.

€ 

2π

C.D. Modes, M. Warner, C. Sanchez-Somolinos, L.T. de Haan, & D. Broer Proc. R. Soc. A 469 0631 (2013)

(a)
(b)

These openings can be very small -- potentially 10s of nm or smaller at modest strains for micron-length 
slits
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New Frontiers in Shape-Programmable Matter
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Classical Picture of Epithelial Deformations
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Questions and Issues

Information Content of the Stress Field?

Arrangement of Signaling?

Robustness to Environmental Fluctiations?
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Back to Biology: Thin Tissues and Novel Shape Generation

research.pasteur.fr
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Back to Biology: Thin Tissues and Novel Shape Generation

research.pasteur.fr

wikipedia.org

Gastrulation
Drosophila Wing Development

N. Fuse et al., Development 140: 4246 (2013)
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Collective Cell Behavior Contributors to the Stress Field
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Collective Cell Behavior Contributors to the Stress Field
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Collective Cell Behavior Contributors to the Stress Field
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Collective Cell Behavior Contributors to the Stress Field
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Collective Cell Behavior Contributors to the Stress Field
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Oriented cell neighbor changes (T1 events)
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